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Abstract

In the critical domain of computer vision, encompassing 3D reconstruction, autonomous driving, and robotics, point
clouds are extensively employed. However, point clouds acquired via terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) frequently exhibit
numerous virtual points when scans involve highly reflective surfaces. These virtual points substantially disrupt sub-
sequent processes. This study introduces a reflection noise elimination algorithm for TLS point cloud models. For the
first time, we propose an innovative reflection plane detection algorithm based on a geometry-optical model coupled
with physical properties. This algorithm directly identifies and categorizes reflection area points according to optical
reflection theory. To preserve the reflection feature invariance of virtual points, we have adapted the LSFH feature
descriptor. The RE-LSFH descriptor, which retains directional information, partially mitigates the interference from
highly symmetrical and self-similar architectural structures in the virtual point removal algorithm. By integrating the
Hausdorff feature distance, the algorithm’s resilience to ghosting and deformation effects of virtual points is bolstered,
thus enhancing the accuracy of virtual point detection. We conducted extensive experiments on the newly constructed
3DRN benchmark dataset, which encompasses virtual TLS reflection noise in diverse and intricate real-world urban
environments, e.g., complex glass architectures, highly repetitive and symmetric components, and so on. Compared
to 2D projection-based methods, our proposed algorithm improves the precision and recall rates for identifying 3D
points in reflective regions by 57.03% and 31.80%, facilitating reflection noise removal through accurate detection of
complete reflection planes. Furthermore, the experimental results confirm the effectiveness of our approach, attaining
approximately 9.17% better outlier detection rate and 5.65% higher accuracy in the dataset compared to the leading
method. The 3DRN dataset can be accessed publicly at https://github.com/Tsuiky/3DRN.
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1. Introduction

In computer vision, 3D point clouds are widely used
for their simplicity, flexibility, and powerful represen-
tation capability (Polewski et al., 2017; Huang et al.,
2021; Wang et al., 2023). The development of 3D scan-
ning devices, such as Kinect and light detection and
ranging(LiDAR), makes the acquisition of point clouds
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easier and more efficient, providing a data base for fields
such as virtual reality (Wirth et al., 2019), robotics (Kim
et al., 2018), and autonomous driving (Zheng et al.,
2022). In the field of urban 3D modeling (Li et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2022), point clouds are obtained by terres-
trial laser scanners(TLS), which simplifies the process
of surface modeling and geometric reconstruction and
has proven to be one of the most suitable data sources
for mapping urban scenes. However, the captured point
clouds are inevitably disturbed by noise and outliers due
to the limitation of the scanner and the reflective prop-
erties of the object surface, etc.

A variety of denoising algorithms have been devel-
oped to filter raw point clouds for downstream applica-
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Figure 1: The principle of reflection in 3D point clouds captured by
TLS. Laser beams emitted by TLS bounce off glass surfaces, produc-
ing 3D virtual points in the captured point cloud that do not exist in
the real world.

tions, with most focusing on specific types of noise or
outliers (Zaman et al., 2017). However, since reflective
materials such as glass become more common in mod-
ern cities, a new type of reflection noise has drawn at-
tention. Attempts (Levin et al., 2004; Levin and Weiss,
2007; Li and Brown, 2014) have been undertaken to
suppress reflection noise in images. Most of these meth-
ods view the image as a linear combination of trans-
mission layer and reflection layer, then separate them
to achieve reflection noise removal. However, the re-
flection noise in point clouds has not been effectively
addressed. Fig.1 shows how reflection noise is gener-
ated. When a laser pulse hits the glass, part of it passes
through and reaches the actual object behind it, whereas
another part is reflected by the glass and hits the real
object in front of it, creating a return pulse. Upon re-
ceiving the return pulse, the scanner is unaware of the
presence of the glass and therefore calculates the dis-
tance as the sum of the distances from the scanner posi-
tion P to the glass Pglass and from the glass Pglass to the
real object Preal, resulting in a virtual point behind the
glass. Highly reflective surfaces are common in urban
environments as a standard feature of modern architec-
ture, making reflection noise a frequent issue in urban
scene point clouds captured by TLS. The presence of
this reflection noise significantly degrades the TLS data
quality and presents a substantial challenge for subse-
quent processing tasks.

To deal with the reflection noise in point cloud, we
first assume that, without the obstruction from the re-
flection, we can take a real point set, B ∈ Rn1×3, and then
model the reflection noise contaminated point cloud
P ∈ Rn×3 as the union of B and the virtual point set
(called reflection noise) R ∈ Rn2×3.

Noise and outliers differ from points on the actual sur-
face in terms of distribution, density, etc. (Berger et al.,
2014), which is a fundamental assumption of most cur-

rent point cloud filtering algorithms. In contrast, reflec-
tion noise in point clouds is structural and shares similar
point distribution characteristics, density, and semantic
information with the real object that is reflected (Fig.2).
Consequently, at these levels, existing point cloud fil-
tering algorithms consistently fail to eliminate dense re-
flection noise. Several initial studies on reflection noise
have been conducted (Gao et al., 2022, 2021; Yun and
Sim, 2018, 2019). All of these studies involve project-
ing 3D point clouds into 2D panoramas to detect re-
flective areas and then applying some filtering criteria,
offering new perspectives for reflection noise removal.
However, these methods have not directly explored re-
flection plane estimation in the 3D space of LiDAR and
still face significant challenges in effectively removing
reflection noise. The completeness and precision of re-
flective plane estimations significantly affect the effec-
tiveness of reflective noise removal. A challenge arises
when 2D reflective pixels from panoramas are converted
into 3D reflective area points based on the assumption
that they are nearest to the scanner. This assumption is
often ambiguous in multi-echo point clouds, leading to
numerous outliers in the 3D reflective area points. Addi-
tionally, the resolution limitations of the panorama lead
to a relatively sparse extraction of reflective area points,
particularly in large-scale scenes. High outlier rates and
sparse reflective area points result in incomplete and in-
accurate orientation and position estimates for the re-
flective plane subsequently. When a reflective plane is
incomplete or mispositioned, the method struggles to
detect the virtual points it creates, thereby decreasing
the accuracy of reflection noise removal. Furthermore,
developing a feature descriptor suitable for reflection
noise removal remains an open challenge. The descrip-
tor must meet unique requirements, such as reflection
invariance (Yun and Sim, 2018) and the ability to ad-
equately distinguish highly homogeneous building fa-
cades in urban scenes. Furthermore, multiple reflections
caused by thick glass have already attracted attention in
2D imaging (Shih et al., 2015). However, existing meth-
ods in 3D point clouds assume ideal conditions, often
ignoring factors such as the thickness and unevenness
of reflection planes when faced with realistic scenar-
ios. This study is motivated by these research gaps and
aims to address the challenges of accurately estimating
reflection planes and removing reflective noise in TLS
point cloud data.

Building upon prior research, we propose a novel ap-
proach for filtering dense reflection noise in TLS point
clouds grounded in optical reflection theory. Initially,
we present a reflection area detection module from the
standpoint of the physical properties of laser reflection,
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enabling dense and reliable detection of reflective ar-
eas directly in 3D space. Subsequently, we develop an
optical physical reflection model based on the identi-
fied reflective planes. In this model, virtual points are
treated as geometrically similar to the actual object be-
ing reflected and symmetrical relative to the reflection
plane. Driven by the identified research gaps, we cre-
ated a compact, mirror-invariant feature descriptor that
preserves orientation information. Additionally, we an-
alyze and account for the phenomena of multiple refrac-
tions caused by thick glass and noise distortion due to
uneven reflective planes. Consequently, we employ a
novel virtual point removal module to assess the virtual
point score for each query point.

To sum up, the main contributions of this paper are as

follows:

• A novel reflection surface detection module based
on radiometric correction model operates directly
on the 3D point cloud space for preventing unre-
liable detection caused by compression of 3d data
structure;
• An improved virtual point elimination module

that integrates reflection-invariant and orientation-
aware RE-LSFH with Hausdorff distance, aimed
at minimizing disruptions from highly symmetri-
cal and self-similar architectural structures and de-
formation virtual points;
• A new benchmark TLS dataset for testing of vir-

tual point elimination is introduced. This dataset
includes 12 large-scale urban LiDAR point clouds,

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Illustration of reflection noise in RGB panorama image and TLS point cloud. (a) Reflective noise in an RGB panorama image. (b)
Reflective noise in a large-scale TLS point cloud is structured to exhibit geometric shapes and semantic information similar to those of real points.
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featuring complex glass structures with various
transparency and shapes, and highly repetitive and
symmetrical elements.

2. Related Work

2.1. Traditional Point Cloud Denoising
Denoising has long been a conventional focus in com-

puter vision. Noise points not only add to the volume
of point cloud data but also compromise the precision
of modeling and information extraction. The primary
sources of this noise are systemic and environmental
factors, encompassing random and systematic errors, as
well as environmental conditions like rain, snow, and
dust.

To eliminate noise, the point cloud can be handled
using various 3D spatial filters (Han et al., 2017). Ad-
ditionally, different clustering techniques can be ap-
plied, such as Principal Component Analysis (Duan
et al., 2021; Mattei and Castrodad, 2017) and DB-
SCAN (Schubert et al., 2017). Since noise points typi-
cally have a much lower density compared to the point
cloud itself, Swatantran et al. (2016) identifies noise
points by assessing the local density. Point cloud de-
noising encompasses different categories of algorithms.
PDE-based methods (Schall et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2013) utilize kernel density estimation techniques for
point clustering and filter point clouds using mean shift.
Schall et al. (2007, 2008), drawing inspiration from
non-local image filtering techniques based on similar-
ity, proposed a new non-local similarity measure that
evaluates similarity using not only the position or nor-
mal of two surface points but also by examining the
surrounding area of the vertices. Pauly and Gross
(2001) presents a new framework for processing point-
sampled objects based on spectral methods. By employ-
ing Fourier transform to create a spectral decomposi-
tion of the model, their method denoises by analyzing
spectral coefficients. Projection-based methods (Liao
et al., 2013; Lipman et al., 2007; Preiner et al., 2014)
have also gained increasing attention recently. Their pri-
mary concept is to adjust the position of points in point
clouds by defining projection operators, thereby achiev-
ing point cloud denoising. Traditional statistical tech-
niques (Barnett et al., 1994; Maimon and Rokach, 2005;
Rousseeuw and Hubert, 2011) are also employed in the
denoising domain. Jenke et al. (2006) models the mea-
surement process and prior assumptions about the mea-
sured object as probability distributions and then applies
Bayesian statistics to generate smooth point clouds from
noisy ones. Schall et al. (2005) defines a smooth like-
lihood function and locates each point on the smooth

surface by moving each sample from the noisy dataset
to the maximum likelihood position.

2.2. Learning-based point cloud denoising

With the advancement of deep learning, numerous
efforts in point cloud denoising are being introduced.
PointCleanNet (Rakotosaona et al., 2020) is the pio-
neer in utilizing the local neighborhood of point clouds
for supervised training, assuming that the denoising re-
sults derive solely from points within the local vicinity.
PointASNL (Yan et al., 2020) introduces an adaptive
sampling module that enhances noise resistance during
sampling. In the realm of unsupervised learning, Her-
mosilla et al. (2019) accomplishes point cloud denoising
by extending unsupervised image denoising techniques
to unstructured 3D point clouds. Given that many ex-
isting denoising methods lead to over-smoothing, Zeng
et al. (2019) maintains the sharp features of the point
cloud using a low-dimensional manifold model. To ex-
plicitly identify noise points and recover the surface,
Luo and Hu (2020) reconstructs the point cloud through
manifold reconstruction. Hu et al. (2020) proposes a
fully convolutional neural network based on graph con-
volution, which effectively handles irregular domains
and permutation invariant issues typical of point clouds.
A novel approach for denoising point clouds based on
the noisy point cloud distribution model is introduced
by Luo and Hu (2021). Mao et al. (2022) integrates nor-
malizing flows and noise disentanglement techniques
to achieve superior denoising accuracy. Additionally,
some research (Zhou et al., 2019; Li et al., 2023; Al-
liegro et al., 2021) focuses on denoising in the context
of upsampling and completing point clouds.

2.3. Reflection noise removal for TLS point clouds

Work closely related to ours includes Yun and Sim
(2018, 2019) and Gao et al. (2021, 2022). Yun and
Sim (2018) employs the LiDAR multiple echo reflec-
tion mechanism and suggests a reflection noise removal
algorithm for a single glass plane. Building on Yun
and Sim (2018)’s work, Yun and Sim (2019) identi-
fies multiple reflections caused by multiple glass planes.
However, their methods require corresponding real and
virtual points to detect reflective areas. If these cor-
responding points are missing, reflective plane detec-
tion will fail. Our proposed algorithm for reflection
plane detection leverages information such as laser echo
intensity to directly identify reflection areas without
needing corresponding real and virtual points. The al-
gorithms proposed by Yun and Sim (2018, 2019) are
based on point clouds from multiple echo data. Gao
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Figure 3: The workflow of the proposed method features a reflective region detection module for precise estimation of reflective surfaces and a
virtual point detection and removal module aimed at maximizing the removal of virtual points while maintaining real ones.

et al. (2021, 2022) suggest reflection noise removal al-
gorithms for single echo data. Gao et al. (2021) uses a
sliding window and a multi-site strategy to detect vir-
tual points. However, this strategy of identifying virtual
points through multiple sites is ineffective for legacy
point cloud data, particularly in scenarios with low over-
lap rates. Gao et al. (2022) introduces a deep learning
approach, utilizing a transformer network to label noise
areas and eliminating the need to set manual parameters.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Overview
A novel method for eliminating virtual points in TLS

point clouds is presented, which detects reflective sur-
faces and removes virtual reflective laser points while
preserving the maximum number of real points.

The denoising algorithm described in this paper com-
prises a reflective surface detection module and a virtual
point detection and removal module (Fig.3). The reflec-
tive surface detection module relies on physical prin-
ciples related optical reflection, which identifies reflec-
tion area points directly in the 3D space and then adap-
tively estimates reflective planes associated with virtual
points. The virtual point detection and removal module

exploits the symmetry and geometric similarity between
virtual points and their corresponding real points. A
reflection-invariant RE-LSFH is introduced to be used
in conjunction with Hausdorff distance for geometric
similarity measurement, enabling a more detailed lo-
cal shape description and enhanced robustness against
virtual point deformation. Ultimately, points with high
virtual point scores are identified as virtual points and
automatically removed.

3.2. Reflection area detection
This module aims to identify reflective surfaces by

utilizing point cloud attributes, as illustrated at the top of
Fig.4. The module is divided into two stages: extraction
of reflective area points and estimation of the reflection
plane.

3.2.1. Extraction of reflection area points
As illustrated at the bottom of Fig.4, the detection of

reflective areas using 2D projection methods (e.g., Yun
and Sim (2019)) is limited by the panorama resolution
in extensive scenes. This constraint leads to the extrac-
tion of sparse points in reflective regions, causing un-
reliable estimation of reflective planes. By leveraging
optical properties, we directly extract dense points from
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reflective regions in 3D space, enabling reliable estima-
tion of reflective planes.

Intensity is an additional attribute provided by Li-
DAR to measure the power of the received reflected
echoes. However, the TLS scanner is not specifically
designed to record actual reflection intensity, and the so-
called intensity is recorded only to control the quality
of the point cloud. Therefore, a pre-processing step is
necessary before utilizing the intensity information pro-
vided by the scanner. The reflectance ρ corresponds to
the ratio of the power of the reflected beam to that of the
incident beam. For a fixed wavelength, it is an intrinsic
property of the target surface, depending on various pa-
rameters such as surface color and material properties.
The reflectance and intensity recorded by the scanner
are neither equal nor proportional due to various factors.
According to Sanchiz-Viel et al. (2021), two important
external factors that affect intensity are distance R and
angle of incidence α. The goal of radiometric correction
is to remove the interference of these external factors so
that the intensity values are related only to the surface
properties of the target.

For an extended Lambertian target, the LiDAR equa-
tion can be classically simplified as follows:

ϕr = ϕi
D2ρ cosα

4R2 ηsysηatm (1)

where ηsys denotes the system transmission factor, ηatm

represents the atmospheric transmission factor, D is the
diameter of the receiver aperture, and ϕr and ϕi denote
the received and emitted signal power, respectively. In
the case of TLS, ηatm can be disregarded. The param-
eters related to the scanning system can be treated as
constants C. Thus, the classical LiDAR equation can be
further reduced to

ϕr = C · ρ · cosα · R−2 (2)

However, in real-world scenarios, most targets do not
display ideal Lambertian surface properties. We con-
sider the effects of distance and incidence angle on in-
tensity to be independent of each other and rewrite Eq.2
as

Iraw(ρ, α,R) = Ic(ρ) · f2(cosα) · f3(R) (3)

where Iraw is the received echo intensity which is pro-
portional to ϕr, Ic, f2 and f3 respectively represents a
function of ρ, α and R. We fit f2 and f3 sequentially
using polynomial functions based on the experimental

data:

f2(cosα) =
N2∑

k=0

βk cosk α (4)

f3(R) =
N3∑

k=0

γkRk (5)

Therefore, the corrected intensity Ic, considering the
reference angle αs and reference distance Rs, can be de-
termined as

Ic = Iraw
f2(cosαs) f3(Rs)
f2(cosα) f3(R) (6)

Following radiometric correction, an intensity thresh-
old is established to isolate points with high reflectance.
On natural surfaces, both diffuse and specular reflec-
tions occur concurrently, and the reflection intensity can
be further broken down into diffuse and specular com-
ponents. This implies that high reflectance can man-
ifest in two forms: high diffuse reflectance and high
specular reflectance, which are mutually exclusive. In
laser-based remote sensing, however, the reflected laser
is captured by the sensor in only one specific direction,
not across the entire hemisphere. For high diffuse re-
flectance, the reflection adheres to Lambert’s law, scat-
tering the reflected beam uniformly in all directions,
meaning only the diffuse component in one direction is
detected by the sensor. According to the Bidirectional
Reflection Distribution Function (BRDF), the ratio of
reflected light to incident light in the received direction
is ρ \ π, indicating that even perfectly diffuse surfaces
will show low reflectance in the scanner. Therefore, we
can infer that the extracted high-reflectance points are
all points with high specular reflectance. However, we
observe that trees also display high specular reflectance
in addition to traditional specular materials, aligning
with the findings in Tian et al. (2021) and remote sens-
ing of vegetation. To mitigate the interference from
leaves, we fit planes directly from the high reflectance
points, as trees typically do not form planes due to their
irregular structure. Additionally, to enhance computa-
tional efficiency, we extract points from the first and sin-
gle echoes, which represent the surface information of
the scan and may include reflective area points.

3.2.2. Reflection plane estimation
Former approaches generally estimated reflective

planes from points within the extracted reflection region
using iterative RANSAC. However, the number of re-
flective planes linked to virtual points in point clouds
is unknown and must be manually determined in iter-
ative RANSAC. Additionally, RANSAC selects plane
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Figure 4: Comparison of the proposed reflective area detection module (top) with the 2D projection-based approach (bottom). By taking full
advantage of optical properties, the proposed module can directly extract dense points of possible reflective areas from 3D space, enabling accurate
reflective plane estimation.

parameters with the highest number of fitted points in
each iteration, which is merely a statistical measure and
may not be reliable for complex structures (Xu et al.,
2019). In our work, exact boundaries of the reflective
planes are not necessary, but the normal direction of
the reflective planes is more critical. Drawing inspira-
tion from Wang and Tseng (2011) and Xu et al. (2019),
our reflective plane estimation employs a bottom-up ap-
proach with a cluster-based incremental segmentation
strategy. This method allows for adaptive determination
of the number of reflective planes. The process includes
clustering-based reflection plane estimation and merg-
ing of similar planar clusters.

During the reflective plane estimation phase, DB-
SCAN clustering is applied to the classification out-
comes to segment the reflective area points into sev-
eral clusters based on Euclidean distances and densities.
The criteria for selecting clusters, namely smoothness
and flatness, are determined by their linearity and cur-
vature. These are computed using the eigenvalues ob-
tained from the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the
3D structure tensor of the point coordinates. The cur-
vature and linearity of each cluster are derived from the
eigenvalues of the cluster’s covariance matrix. matrix:

curvature =
e3

e1 + e2 + e3

linearity =
e1 − e2

e1

(7)

where ek denotes the k-th eigenvalue of the cluster co-
variance matrix. A lower curvature indicates a more
planar surface. Similarly, a lower linearity suggests a
more uniform area distribution within the planar cluster,
leading to a more dependable plane orientation. Conse-
quently, clusters with fewer points, higher curvature, or
higher linearity (such as points misclassified in the first
stage, like trees) are discarded. The remaining clusters
are deemed reliable and are utilized for plane estima-
tion. To improve the robustness of the plane estima-
tion, we use RANSAC to determine the plane parame-
ters for each reliable cluster individually, resulting in the
set of reflective planes

∏
= {P1, P2, · · · , Pm−1}, where

Pi = (ni, d) specifies the parameters of the ith plane, and
m represents the number of reliable clusters. ni is the
normal of the plane determined by RANSAC, and d is
the perpendicular distance from the origin to the esti-
mated plane.

During the phase of combining similar planar clus-
ters, we aim to minimize the computational expense
of later virtual point detection by merging clusters that
have similar plane parameters. This bottom-up method
results in several complete reflective planes. Adjacent
clusters with comparable plane parameters are com-
bined into a single cluster, using metrics such as the an-
gle and the perpendicular distance from the centroid to

7



(a) (b)

Figure 5: Construction of the RE-LSFH feature descriptor. (a) Angle of deviation between the laser path and the normals. (b) Projection distance
from the query point to the neighboring radii along the laser path.

the origin, calculated as follows:

cossim = ni · n j

dissim =
∥∥∥ni · pi − n j · p j

∥∥∥ (8)

where ni and pi denote the normal vector and the cen-
troid of the respective cluster plane. The adjacent planar
clusters will be merged only if the aforementioned met-
rics are below the specified threshold. Ultimately, the
reflective planes within the point cloud that could pro-
duce virtual points are fully identified.

In contrast to iterative RANSAC-based approaches
that necessitate manually specifying the number of re-
flective planes to estimate, the proposed method can dy-
namically determine both the number and size of the
reflective planes extracted, and it can also decrease the
number of iterations when exact planar boundaries are
not essential.

3.3. Virtual Point Detection and Removal

We integrated reflection-invariant RE-LSFH descrip-
tor with Hausdorff feature distance to assess local ge-
ometric similarity. By utilizing directional information
from incident and reflected laser beams, this descriptor
overcomes the limitations of traditional methods such
as FPFH, which struggle to distinguish building facades
in different directions. The feature distance measures
the overall shape disparity between local point clouds,
offering enhanced robustness against ghosting and de-
formation effects.

3.3.1. RE-LSFH Feature Descriptor
FPFH, which ignores directional information, be-

comes less effective in virtual point detection, as fa-
cades with varying orientations yield similar feature re-
sponses.

In this study, we construct an improved RE-LSFH
feature descriptor with the local reference axes of the
direction of the incident laser beams for query points
(refer to li for pi in Fig.5a) and reflected laser beams
for symmetry points (refer to l̂i for p̂i in Fig.5a) respec-
tively. Inspired by Yang et al. (2016), the feature de-
scriptor includes the angle feature calculated by the de-
viation angle between the incident laser beam and the
local normals, the local point density calculated by pro-
jecting the point cloud along the direction of the laser
beam onto the plane. This results in an improved RE-
LSFH feature descriptor which is reflection-invariant
and distinctive to various planes. The descriptor is used
for the description of local geometric shapes.

Part 1 is the deviation angle feature, which is used to
describe the surface variation of the local point cloud.
See Fig.5a, the input point cloud P = {p1, p2, · · · , pN}

with N points contains virtual points Â and the corre-
sponding real points A. Let us pick a query point p̂i

from Â which is a virtual point corresponding to the real
point pi. For the query point p̂i, a radius neighbors of p̂i

is defined as pk
i =
{
p1

i , p
2
i , . . . , p

k
i

}
. The laser emitted by

the scanner at o is reflected at v on the glass. l̂i denotes
the direction of incident laser calculated by l̂i = p̂i − v
and li denotes the direction of reflect laser calculated by
li = pi − v. nk

i denote the local normal vectors of pk
i .

The calculation of the local normals uses the method
of Mitra and Nguyen (2003), and for the radius neigh-
bors, the covariance matrix is calculated as Eq.9:

Cov (pi) =

 p1
i − pi

· · ·

pk
i − pi


T

·

 p1
i − pi

· · ·

pk
i − pi

 (9)

where pi represents the centroid of pk
i . The covariance

matrix is obtained by eigenvalue decomposition, and the
minimum eigenvector indicates the normal direction nk

i
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of pk
i . Our method does not rely on the local reference

frame (LRF), but uses a stable incident laser beam l̂i (for
query point) or a reflection laser beam li(for symmetric
point) as the local reference axis (LRA) to construct the
deviation angle between the local normal and the laser.
For each neighboring point pk

i of the query point p̂, the
deviation angle between nk

i and l̂i can be expressed as
the Eq. 10, with a range of

[
0, π2
]
.

θ j = arccos(l̂i · nk
i ) (10)

Finally, the number of neighboring points within dif-
ferent deviation angle ranges is counted to obtain the
local deviation angle feature. Likewise, the deviation
angle feature of the symmetry point pi is also calculated
with li as LRA.

Part 2 focuses on the point density feature. De-
spite the proposed deviation angle feature being able
to differentiate planes with various orientations, it re-
mains relatively uniform and lacks sufficient informa-
tiveness in urban environments. Previous research (Guo
et al., 2014) has demonstrated that projection of 3D
point cloud onto a 2D plane is an effective and effi-
cient method to represent local geometric shapes. Pro-
jecting the local point cloud onto a 2D plane in differ-
ent directions can yield distinct 2D point distributions.
Due to the mirror symmetry between virtual points and
their corresponding real points, similar local geometric
shapes can be observed when viewed along the direc-
tions of the incident and reflected lasers. Consequently,
the calculation of the point density feature in this study
is illustrated in Fig.5b. The query point p̂i and its ra-
dius neighbors pk

i are projected onto the plane in the
direction of the incident laser l̂i, resulting in a new point
p̂i
′ and a new point set pk

i
′ (see Fig.5b). A circle with

radius r is then drawn with the projection point p̂i
′ as

the center to calculate the projection distance ρk of the
neighboring points pk

i
′ to the projection point p̂′, which

is calculated as

ρk =

√∥∥∥ p̂i − pk
i

∥∥∥2 − (l̂i · ( p̂i − pk
i

))2 (11)

where p̂i and pk
i are the query point and neighboring

point, respectively, and l̂i represents the direction vector
of the incident laser beam. The number of points within
different projection distance ranges is counted to obtain
the local point density feature. Likewise, the point den-
sity feature of the symmetry point pi is also calculated
with li as the projected direction.

The deviation angle feature and the point density fea-
ture are aggregated through histograms to derive the fea-
ture vectors for bins N1 and N2, respectively. To ensure

robustness against variations in point cloud density, the
angle feature and the point density feature are individ-
ually normalized. Ultimately, the two subhistograms
merge to form a N1 + N2 bin RE-LSFH feature vector.

Note that the RE-LSFH proposed should be
reflection-invariant. The point density feature of RE-
LSFH is obviously reflection invariant. The reflection
invariance of the angle feature can be proved by Eq.12.
For a pair of virtual point p̂ and real point p which sat-
isfy p̂ = A · p. Let li and l j represent the laser inci-
dence directions of p̂ and p, which are the LRA for the
RE-LSFH. ni and n j denote the normal vectors for the
neighbors of p̂ and its symmetric point p, respectively.
Hence, the angle features of p̂ and p are calculated as
follows.

θ̂ = ⟨li, ni⟩

θ =
〈
l j, n j

〉
= lTj · A · n j

= lTj · A
T · A · n j = lTi · n j

= θ̂

(12)

Therefore, θ̂ = θ. This indicates that the deviation an-
gle feature of RE-LSFH remains invariant under reflec-
tion. As a result, RE-LSFH demonstrates reflection in-
variance.

3.3.2. Virtual point score
The virtual point score is composed of two compo-

nents: the symmetry score and the feature similarity
score. The symmetry score evaluates the level of mir-
ror symmetry between the query points p̂ and the sym-
metric point p relative to the reflective plane. The fea-
ture similarity score assesses the feature resemblance
between the query points p̂ and the symmetric point p.
When both scores are high, a high virtual point score is
observed, suggesting that the query point is more likely
to be a virtual point.

Nevertheless, reflection surfaces with a certain thick-
ness cause multiple reflections, as illustrated in Fig.6a.
These reflections lead to ghosting and deformation ef-
fects that alter the feature histogram of the virtual
point. For a deformed virtual point and its correspond-
ing real point from the flat facade (local geometric
changes shown in Fig.6b and Fig.6c), their RE-LSFH
are presented in Fig.7. The ghosting and deforma-
tion effects shift the positions of the local peaks in the
sub-histogram and decrease the overlap of the feature
histograms of p̂ and p, a phenomenon referred to as
feature-drift in this study. Consequently, the KL dis-
tance, JS distance, and Hellinger distance are not suit-
able for directly measuring the distance between the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Depiction of various reflections and their impacts. (a) Diagram of multiple reflections. (b) Rate of local normal change for the flat facade
(top) and its associated virtual points (bottom). (c) Point density distribution of the flat facade (top) and its corresponding virtual points (bottom).
It is evident that real points on flat facades exhibit a low local normal change rate and a uniform point distribution, while the corresponding virtual
points show significant variations.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: An example of RE-LSFH for a distorted virtual point and its
corresponding real point. (a) Deviation angle feature of RE-LSFH (b)
Point density feature of RE-LSFH. Note that both components have
been L1-normalized.

two distributions due to the low overlap of the sub-
histogram. These feature distances are highly suscep-
tible to feature drift, leading to inaccurate estimations
of virtual points.

As shown in Fig.7, the shape of the subhistogram
remains fairly consistent despite feature drift. Both
the distorted planar virtual points and the correspond-
ing real planes exhibit angular feature sub-histograms
with a single peak, and the point density feature sub-
histograms rise to a peak and then fall. For the angular
and point density features, the peak position differences
between the virtual point and the real point on the x-axis
are 1 bin and 3 bins, respectively. This suggests that the
deviations caused by such effects are relatively minor in
the feature histogram.

A minor deviation might decrease the overlap be-
tween features, making the KL distance and the

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Comparison of the Helinger and Hausdorff distances be-
tween a virtual point and a real point. (a) The Helinger distance,
shown by the clustering of red lines. (b) The directed Hausdorff dis-
tance, represented by a red circle.

Hellinger distance unsuitable for measuring feature sim-
ilarity. This research also accounts for feature drift
by using Hausdorff distances to quantify the maximum
difference between feature histogram distributions as a
measure of feature similarity. The Hausdorff feature
distance captures the overall shape disparity between lo-
cal point clouds, providing greater resilience to ghosting
and deformation effects.

This study employs the Hausdorff distance to quan-
tify the maximum discrepancy between the feature
curves of the query point and its symmetric counter-
part, aiding in achieving a more resilient feature similar-
ity. Considering two feature descriptors (deviation an-
gle feature or point density feature) for the query point
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and the symmetric point,

A = {αi | i ∈ [1,N]}
B = {βi | i ∈ [1,N]}

(13)

where A represents descriptor of the query point and B
represents descriptor of the symmetric point, N is the
number of dimensions of the feature histogram. The
discrete Hausdorff distance between A and B is com-
puted as follows:

H(A, B) = max(h(A, B), h(B, A)) (14)

where h(A, B) is the directed Hausdorff distance from A
to B, defined as

h(A, B) = max
αi∈A

min
βi∈B
∥αi − βi∥

h(B, A) = max
βi∈B

min
αi∈A
∥βi − αi∥

(15)

with ∥αi − βi∥ denoting Euclidean distance. Hence, the
directed Hausdorff distance h(A, B) ranks each bin of A
based on its Euclidean distance to the closest bin of B
and then takes the maximum ∥αi − βi∥ which actually
comes from the bin of A that is the most mismatched.
The Hausdorff distance H(A, B) is the maximum of the
directed Hausdorff distances h(A, B and h(B, A). Note
that, prior to calculation, both components of RE-LSFH
have been individually normalized to the range of 0 to
1 along the horizontal axis (bins). Fig.8 illustrates the
Helinger distance and the Hausdorff distance between a
pair of virtual point and real point, respectively, taking
the deviation angle feature in Fig.7 as an example. The
Hausdorff distance significantly reduces the feature dis-
tance between a pair of deformed virtual points and real
points in this case.

For each query point p̂, the final virtual point score is
represented as

Virtual( p̂) = γsym( p̂) · γsim( p̂) (16)

where γsym(p̂) is the symmetric score, γsim(p̂) is the ge-
ometric similarity score. The symmetric score repre-
sents the likelihood that the query point p̂ is a mirror-
symmetric point produced by the reflection of the glass
surface

∏
, and is calculated as

γsym( p̂) = e−
d
σ

= e−
∥p− p̃∥
σ

(17)

where d denotes the distance between the predicted lo-
cation of the symmetric point p and its nearest neighbor
p̃, with σ being a constant. A higher symmetric score

indicates a greater probability that the query point p̂ is a
symmetric point arising from the reflection on the glass
surface.
γsim( p̂) is the geometric similarity score. This score

quantifies the resemblance of geometric characteristics
between the query point and its symmetric counterpart,
and is determined by

γsim(p̂) = e−
H(p̂, p̃)
σ (18)

where H is the Hausdorff distance between the feature
curves of the query point p̂ and p̃, and µ is a fixed value.
A higher geometric similarity score indicates a higher
similarity between the geometric features of the query
point and its symmetric point.

4. Experiments and results

Extensive TLS point cloud data derived from ac-
tual environments are utilized for both qualitative and
quantitative evaluation of the proposed algorithm. The
testing environment consists of a desktop computer
equipped with the following specifications: Windows
10 OS, Intel Core X processor, Nvidia RTX A6000
graphics card, and Python 3.8.

4.1. Data acquisition

To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly
available benchmark TLS dataset for reflection noise re-
moval. In this study, a new Beckmark dataset, namely
3DRN, is proposed for testing the reflection noise re-
moval algorithm. The 3DRN contains 12 point cloud
models with more than 55 million 3D points, collected
by a terrestrial laser scanner (RIEGL VZ-2000i) with
the parameter settings shown in Table 1. All point cloud
models are captured from real urban scene containing
highly reflective areas with significant reflection noise,
half of which are from Sanlinkou Innovation Park and
the other half from Quanzhou Equipment Center. Each
point in the point cloud model provides its XYZ position

Table 1: Parameter settings of TLS dataset.

Scanner setting Parameter

Scan angle range (Vertical) 60°∼-40°
Scan angle range (Horizontal) 0°∼360°

Laser pulse repetition rate 1200kHz
Scan range 600m

Scanning accuracy 5mm
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Figure 9: Sample images of the registered scene and partial scenes from Sanlinkou Innovation Park in our dataset, showing a considerable mix of
virtual and real points.

Table 2: Details of TLS point cloud datasets, encompassing scene count, coverage area, total number of points, virtual points, and real points..

Coverage(m) Total points Virtual points Real points

Scan 01 150.02 × 124.27 × 31.55 6,021,813 1,096,366 4,925,447
Scan 02 194.32 × 146.47 × 35.01 9,058,789 197,734 8,861,055
Scan 03 105.43 × 172.41 × 32.10 8,319,624 143,048 8,176,576
Scan 04 102.04 × 157.37 × 31.29 5,038,858 1,638,517 3,400,341
Scan 05 72.08 × 122.68 × 28.60 3,342,466 648,819 2,693,647
Scan 06 147.35 × 132.90 × 24.91 7,157,389 627,539 6,529,850
Scan 07 117.52 × 119.71 × 45.08 3,509,231 54,770 3,454,461
Scan 08 103.27 × 132.08 × 55.30 5,573,643 244,010 5,329,633
Scan 09 101.54 × 49.47 × 20.85 1,612,160 118,282 1,493,878
Scan 10 48.60 × 74.50 × 28.15 1,880,837 412,547 1,468,290
Scan 11 114.72 × 79.55 × 31.90 1,942,031 150,913 1,791,118
Scan 12 31.80 × 66.23 × 9.24 636,061 38,490 597,571

information, RGB color information, reflectance inten-
sity, echo order information, and ground truth of the vir-
tual points annotated by the professional. Fig.9 shows a
completed aerial view and partial scenes obtained after
registration of all scan positions captured from the San-
linkou Innovation Park, which clearly consists of real
points and reflected virtual points.

The proposed 3DRN dataset faces several challenges
for the practical application of reflection noise removal
algorithms: (1) Some scenes in the dataset exhibit
highly repetitive and symmetrical features (for instance,
multiple buildings within the same scene sharing iden-
tical structures and colors). (2) Buildings are situated
closely together, leading to significant occlusions in the
point cloud data. (3) Point cloud scenes include nu-

merous irregularly shaped glass curtain walls. (4) Some
real laser points corresponding to reflection-induced vir-
tual points are occluded. (5) There are distortions be-
tween actual objects and their reflected virtual coun-
terparts. (6) Glass transmittance differs between the
Jinjiang Creative Entrepreneurship and Innovation Park
dataset and the Quanzhou Equipment Manufacturing
Research Center dataset, with the former having lower
glass transmittance and the latter having higher glass
transmittance. Research Center dataset, with the former
having lower glass transmittance and the latter having
higher glass transmittance.

RISCAN PRO is utilized for initial data processing.
Initially, outliers (like airborne dust) were eliminated
using a radius filter with a 0.5 radius and a 500 thresh-
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old. Subsequently, points exhibiting waveform devi-
ations exceeding 25 were filtered out to eliminate fil-
amentous noise caused by dense objects (such as fo-
liage). Lastly, a voxel filter with a voxel size of 0.02
was applied to downsample the extensive point cloud,
thereby reducing computational demands.

To test the performance of the virtual point removal
algorithm, virtual points and real points are manually la-
beled to generate point cloud labels. Table 2 introduces
the specific information about the collected point cloud,
including the point cloud scene number, coverage, total
points, virtual points, and real points.

4.2. Evaluation metrics
For the quantitative assessment of the proposed vir-

tual point removal algorithm, we adhere to the evalua-
tion criteria outlined in Gao et al. (2021, 2022). These
criteria are used to compare the quantitative perfor-
mance of the specified methods and include the outlier
detection rate (ODR), inlier detection rate (IDR), false
positive rate (FPR), and false negative rate (FNR). The
evaluation metrics are defined as follows:

ODR =
T N

FP + T N
(19)

IDR =
T P

T P + FN
(20)

FPR =
FN

T P + FN
(21)

FNR =
FP

FP + T N
(22)

In this context, TP, FP, TN, and FN represent the counts
of true positives, false positives, true negatives, and false
negatives, respectively. Elevated ODR and IDR values
guarantee that the majority of virtual points can be elim-
inated when searching for virtual points. Conversely,
low FPR and FNR values emphasize the accuracy of vir-
tual point detection and minimize the number of actual
points that are wrongly removed. The accuracy, which
combines these four ratios, reflects the overall effec-
tiveness of the proposed method in eliminating virtual
points. The formula for its calculation is as follows:

Accuracy =
T P + T N

T P + FN + FP + T N
(23)

Furthermore, to assess the quality of the denoised point
cloud, we propose an evaluation metric inspired by
the peak signal-to-noise ratio concept (Schwarz et al.,
2018). The formula for this calculation is given below.

S NR = 10 · lg
T P + FN
FP + FN

(24)

4.3. Result of Virtual Point Removal

We performed comprehensive experiments across
two categories of indoor and outdoor environments.
Fig.10 displays the effectiveness of the proposed algo-
rithm on four extensive point cloud models. Fig.10a de-
picts the original point cloud. The first example is an
outdoor scene featuring buildings with large glass cur-
tain walls, trees, and gardens. The last two examples
are primarily indoor scenes that include reflective sur-
faces such as glass and tiled floors. The ground truth for
virtual points is presented in Fig.10b, which has been
manually adjusted. Reflective surfaces identified by the
proposed method are shown in Fig.10c. These models
contain intricate reflection structures. Using the pro-
posed reflective surface detection algorithm, most re-
flective surfaces in the scenes are accurately identified.
However, in certain instances, the estimated reflective
surfaces may be incomplete, with some missing parts
along the edges. This occurs because the proposed al-
gorithm might exclude some planar clusters located at
the edges during the plane fitting process. However,
this does not affect the subsequent virtual point detec-
tion, as our method relies on the precision of the esti-
mated normal vectors rather than the completeness of
the estimated plane. In indoor environments, besides
glass, other reflective surfaces such as smooth tiles can
cause reflection noise. In scenes 3 and 4, the proposed
algorithms have successfully detected reflective planes
made of non-glass materials, in addition to the common
glass planes. Fig.10d displays both the detected virtual
points and those that were not removed. It also shows
the real points that were incorrectly removed as vir-
tual points by the proposed method. Removing most of
the virtual points while minimizing the removal of real
points is a challenging task. However, the proposed al-
gorithm effectively removes most of the reflected noise
while maintaining a good performance in preserving
real points. Scene 1 is a typical and complex model
featuring four large glass curtain walls made up of nu-
merous small glass planes. These complex glass planes
generate a significant amount of reflected noise. The
presence of many similar trees and building structures
in front of the glass, along with some real points behind
the glass, adds to the challenge. Despite this, the pro-
posed method performs well in Scene 1, successfully
removing most of the virtual points.

4.4. Comparison of Noise Detection

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm,
we evaluate it against the denoising method offered by
FARO SCENE (FARO, 2021) and the method proposed
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in Yun and Sim (2019). We adhere to the parameter
settings used in FARO SCENE as described in Gao et al.
(2022).

4.4.1. Qualitative Comparison
In previous work (Yun and Sim, 2018, 2019), fitting

a glass plane requires the corresponding real and virtual
points. In the case of missing corresponding real points,
the glass plane detection will not succeed. Nevertheless,
our newly proposed reflective plane detection method
leverages data like echo intensity to identify reflection
regions directly, eliminating the need for corresponding
real and virtual points.

Fig.11 illustrates the performance of virtual point
removal for the aforementioned methods across four
scenes. It is evident that in the evaluated scenes, the
FARO SCENE results contain numerous undetected vir-
tual points. In comparison, the approach by Yun and
Sim (2019) eliminates most virtual points, although
some small fragments of virtual noise remain unde-
tected. This could be attributed to the absence of mir-

ror symmetry properties in the FPFH feature descriptor
they utilized. The proposed method demonstrates su-
perior performance among the three methods. This is
due to two factors: firstly, our algorithm precisely es-
timates reflective planes; secondly, we have enhanced
the feature descriptor and distance metric for the real
reflection scheme. With these improvements, the per-
formance of the proposed method has been further en-
hanced. To demonstrate the information loss regarding
the original geometric structure of the point cloud by
the three methods, we also assess the preservation of
real points by these methods. The erroneously removed
real points are highlighted in red-orange in Fig.11. It
is evident that FARO SCENE eliminates numerous iso-
lated real points as virtual points, leading to a signifi-
cant loss of structure-forming geometric information of
the original point cloud and substantially degrading its
quality. While the approach by Yun and Sim (2019) al-
leviates this issue to some degree, there is still a loss
of small segments of the real point cloud, such as trees
and floors. Specifically, in the fourth scene with highly

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10: Results of the proposed method. (a) Input point cloud. (b) Ground truth of the virtual points. (c) Predicted multiple reflection planes.
(d) Virtual point detection results.
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similar floor interference, Yun and Sim (2019) entirely
removes the floor in front of the glass. Overall, our
method efficiently removes virtual points while signifi-
cantly reducing the loss of geometric information in the
point cloud.

4.4.2. Quantitative Comparison
Table 3 presents the comparison results among the

discussed methods based on four evaluation criteria. On
average, our method outperforms the other two meth-
ods. Compared to FARO SCENE, our method performs
worse in the ODR and FNR metrics for outdoor scenes.
This is because FARO SCENE excessively removes real
points to eliminate more virtual points, an extreme ap-
proach that results in the loss of geometric structure in-
formation of the point cloud. Regarding the method in-
troduced in Yun and Sim (2019), our method demon-
strates significant advantages in both indoor and outdoor
scenes across all four metrics. Overall, the proposed
method achieves superior performance, as shown in Ta-
ble 4. Using the proposed reflective region detection
algorithm and the combination of the RE-LSFH feature
descriptor and the Hausdorff distance, our method fur-

ther enhances the accuracy by 5.65% compared to Yun
and Sim (2019).

Table 5 illustrates a comparison of their effectiveness
in enhancing point cloud quality through the computa-
tion of the proposed SNR values. The results indicate
that the proposed method yields the highest and solely
positive improvement in SNR. In contrast, the other two
methods somewhat diminish the quality of the point
cloud, while the proposed method excels in maintain-
ing the original point cloud data.

4.5. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies on our designs in the pro-
posed algorithm. The ablation studies involve two main
designs: the proposed algorithm for detecting reflective
regions and the combination of feature descriptors and
distance metrics for identifying virtual points.

The effectiveness of detecting reflective regions
greatly influences the accuracy of virtual point detec-
tion. To prove the effectiveness of our proposed reflec-
tive region detection algorithm, we used the F-measure
score (Yun and Sim, 2019) to quantitatively show the su-
periority of our method in identifying reflective region

(a) Ground truth (b) FARO SCENE (c) Yun and Sim (2019) (d) Proposed

Figure 11: Comparison of the virtual point removal performance from different methods.
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Table 3: Comparison of quantitative performance. The last row presents the average values, with the best performing results highlighted in bold.
ODR, IDR, FPR, and FNR are shown as percentages (%).

ODR(%) IDR(%) FPR(%) FNR(%)

FARO SCENE Yun and Sim (2019) Proposed FARO SCENE Yun and Sim (2019) Proposed FARO SCENE Yun and Sim (2019) Proposed FARO SCENE Yun and Sim (2019) Proposed

Scan 01 99.46 79.10 87.06 57.88 93.58 98.44 42.12 6.42 1.56 0.54 20.90 12.94
Scan 02 99.99 52.40 88.46 67.24 96.37 98.23 32.76 3.63 1.77 0.01 47.60 11.54
Scan 03 99.98 6.78 83.02 59.56 99.18 99.61 40.44 0.28 0.39 0.15 93.22 16.98
Scan 04 99.89 75.12 87.30 75.97 99.28 98.68 24.03 0.72 1.32 0.11 24.88 12.70
Scan 05 99.65 50.24 88.52 72.36 97.49 97.48 27.64 2.51 2.52 0.35 49.76 11.48
Scan 06 99.73 95.64 84.20 71.55 87.91 98.25 28.45 12.09 1.75 0.27 4.36 15.80
Scan 07 14.17 68.47 59.15 85.16 93.31 92.63 14.84 6.69 7.37 85.83 31.53 40.85
Scan 08 9.77 77.99 91.34 85.94 97.49 96.70 14.06 2.51 3.31 90.23 22.01 8.66
Scan 09 3.56 99.47 85.44 90.47 58.84 86.76 9.53 41.16 13.24 96.44 0.53 14.56
Scan 10 3.73 47.81 41.83 84.12 74.95 84.31 15.88 25.05 15.69 96.27 52.19 58.17
Scan 11 47.45 97.43 73.20 86.68 78.09 94.56 13.32 21.91 5.44 52.55 2.57 26.80
Scan 12 36.03 93.12 84.17 91.06 89.88 85.62 8.94 10.12 14.38 63.97 6.88 15.83
Average 59.45 70.30 79.47 77.33 88.86 94.27 22.67 11.09 5.73 40.56 29.70 20.53

Table 4: Comparison of accuracy performance. The last row repre-
sents the average accuracy, with the highest value highlighted in bold.
Accuracy percentages are provided as % values.

Accuracy(%)

FARO SCENE Yun and Sim (2019) Proposed

Scan 01 65.55 90.94 96.37
Scan 02 67.95 95.41 98.02
Scan 03 60.25 97.60 99.33
Scan 04 83.75 91.42 95.00
Scan 05 77.66 88.32 95.74
Scan 06 74.02 88.58 97.01
Scan 07 84.05 92.92 92.10
Scan 08 82.60 96.63 96.46
Scan 09 84.09 61.82 86.66
Scan 10 66.49 69.00 75.00
Scan 11 83.63 79.59 92.90
Scan 12 87.73 90.08 85.53
Average 76.48 86.86 92.51

points. The results are presented in Table 6. It is evident
that our algorithm significantly outperforms the one de-
scribed in Yun and Sim (2019) in terms of both precision
and the F-measure. The traditional algorithm for detect-
ing reflective regions relied on a simplified assumption
that laser beams are backscattered only once with single
return against non-reflective areas. However, in practi-
cal situations, non-reflective areas could produce multi-
ple laser echoes, leading to numerous points from these
regions being mistakenly identified as reflective region
points.

To assess the efficacy of the proposed RE-LSFH fea-
ture descriptors combined with the Hausdorff distance,
we performed an ablation study on various combina-
tions of feature descriptors and distance metrics. As
illustrated in Table 7 and Table 8, we examined three
distinct combinations of feature descriptors and distance
metrics and evaluated their performance in terms of ac-
curacy and SNR.

The Hellinger distance is utilized as the distance met-

Table 5: SNR performance comparison. The last row shows the aver-
age SNR, with the highest SNR emphasized in bold. SNR values are
given in dB.

SNR(dB)
Original SNR FARO SCENE Yun and Sim (2019) Proposed

Scan 01 6.52 3.74 9.56 13.52
Scan 02 16.51 4.85 13.29 16.93
Scan 03 17.57 3.93 17.19 21.64
Scan 04 3.17 6.18 8.96 11.28
Scan 05 6.18 5.57 8.39 12.77
Scan 06 10.17 5.46 9.03 14.85
Scan 07 18.00 7.90 11.43 10.96
Scan 08 13.39 7.40 14.53 14.32
Scan 09 11.01 7.65 3.85 8.42
Scan 10 5.51 3.67 4.01 4.94
Scan 11 10.74 7.51 6.55 11.14
Scan 12 11.91 8.84 9.76 8.12
Average 10.89 6.06 9.71 12.41

Table 6: Ablation study on the proposed reflective region detection
algorithm

Method Precision Recall F-measure

Yun and Sim (2019) 0.2055 0.5167 0.2163
Proposed 0.7758 0.8347 0.7803

ric for both the first and second groups, with the feature
descriptors being the traditional FPFH feature and the
newly proposed RE-LSFH feature respectively. By an-
alyzing the experimental data from the first and second
groups, it is evident that the proposed RE-LSFH fea-
ture descriptor exhibits superior feature discrimination
in matching mirror symmetry points, thanks to the in-
clusion of the mirror symmetry property. Additionally,
to validate the effectiveness of the introduced Hausdorff
distance, we kept the feature descriptor constant in the
second and third experimental sets and conducted an ab-
lation study on the distance metric. The results indicate
that the Hausdorff distance outperforms the Helinger
distance. This improvement is attributed to the pres-
ence of significant deformed reflection noise in the test
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Table 7: Ablation study on the accuracy of components within virtual
point detection and removal module. The best accuracy is in bold.

Accuracy(%)

FPFH+Helinger RE-LSFH+Helinger RE-LSFH+Hausdorff

Scan 01 94.73 95.04 96.37
Scan 02 98.19 98.18 98.02
Scan 03 99.16 99.03 99.33
Scan 04 91.01 91.20 94.98
Scan 05 89.91 92.11 95.74
Scan 06 96.12 96.50 97.01
Scan 07 91.85 93.35 92.10
Scan 08 95.38 96.05 96.46
Scan 09 85.81 86.44 86.66
Scan 10 72.42 74.12 75.00
Scan 11 88.70 92.97 92.90
Scan 12 84.92 86.34 85.53
Average 90.68 91.78 92.51

Table 8: Ablation study on the SNR of components within virtual
point detection and removal module. The best SNR is in bold.

SNR(dB)

FPFH+Helinger RE-LSFH+Helinger RE-LSFH+Hausdorff

Scan 01 11.91 12.17 13.52
Scan 02 17.32 17.31 16.93
Scan 03 20.69 20.04 21.64
Scan 04 8.75 8.85 11.28
Scan 05 9.03 10.09 12.77
Scan 06 13.71 14.15 14.85
Scan 07 10.82 11.70 10.96
Scan 08 13.16 13.84 14.32
Scan 09 8.15 8.35 8.42
Scan 10 4.52 4.80 4.94
Scan 11 9.12 11.18 11.14
Scan 12 7.94 8.38 8.12
Average 11.26 11.74 12.41

scenes, which the Hausdorff distance effectively miti-
gates.

5. Conclusion

This study focuses on removing reflection noise in
TLS 3D point clouds. We present, for the first time, a
reflection plane detection algorithm based on geometry-
optical principles, utilizing the physical characteristics
embedded in the TLS point clouds. This algorithm de-
tects points in the reflective area by analyzing the opti-
cal reflection model. By processing the point cloud fea-
tures, our research provides insights and recommenda-
tions for future studies. To achieve reflection-invariant
features, we propose the RE-LSFH descriptor. In real-
world scenarios, reflective surfaces are often neither
smooth nor flat, causing significant interference. The
use of the RE-LSFH descriptor and the Hausdorff dis-
tance has reduced the impact of similar/symmetrical
building structures and irregular reflective surfaces on
the virtual point detection algorithm.

We constructed a real-world point cloud dataset
3DRN consisting of 12 TLS point cloud data, including
indoor and outdoor environments. These environments
are heavily affected by reflection noise, contain complex
glass structures with various levels of transparency and
different shapes, and have highly repetitive and symmet-
rical features, making them particularly difficult. The
experiments performed on this dataset indicate that the
proposed approach can directly obtain dense and reli-
able reflective area points in 3D space based on optical
physical properties. The approach improves the pre-
cision and recall of reflection area points by 57.03%
and 31.80% respectively, enabling accurate and com-
plete estimation of reflection surface. Furthermore, the
experiments show that the proposed algorithm signifi-
cantly surpasses the leading method in both qualitative
and quantitative evaluation results, achieving 9.17% and
5.65% increase in ODR and accuracy respectively.

Future research could focus on the multiple reflection
caused by thick glass. In addition, removing reflection
noise from curved glass is also a big challenge.
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